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Abstract. Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) is the regional
navigation system designed by India which is identical to well-known Global
Position System (GPS). The system promises to provide accurate Position,
Velocity and Time (PVT) estimations. In future different applications of Internet
on Things (IoT) like smart power distribution grids, sensor networking, vehicular
network and airplane navigation systems will be depend on IRNSS. To provide
reliable and faithful navigation service, IRNSS is developed by India. But it is
highly susceptible to a range of threats like jammer. Here, the different types of
jammers are classified in detail based on user, structure and signal. Such jammers
are developed by Software Define Radio (SDR) just for experimental purpose.
The empirical results are compared with jammer which is available in market.
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1 Introduction

Precise location as well as accurate timing information is provided by Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS). The usage of GNSS is not only for personal car and air craft
navigation but, they can be employed for the tracking of birds and animals, to provide
automation in different transport agency (like railway, ships) and defense applications.
But accuracy and reliability (authority based permission) of such system are very impor‐
tant issues. To solve such issues, Indian Regional Navigational Satellite System (IRNSS)
is developed by India. IRNSS from India and Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS)
from Japan is independent and autonomous regional navigation system which provides
accurate Position, Velocity and Time (PVT) same as GNSS.

In addition to this, new IRNSS applications are currently under development [1].
For example, IRNSS Satellites are launched and functioning of system is under obser‐
vation. Some type of applications like “toll collection unit” needs to collect information
of IRNSS users, which introduces privacy issues. This motivates the development and
use of devices like jammer which can deny IRNSS signal reception.

Jammers are illegal but still in the market different types of jammer are easily avail‐
able. Analyzing jammer is prerequisite to design detection and mitigation techniques of
such intentional interference [2]. It is very smooth to analyze jammer if it is simulated
on software. As software based simulations are easy to develop with low cost. Also, the
major studies are carried out on software, provide flexibility and controllability.
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Here, the paper is focused on intentional interference like jammer for IRNSS L5
band [3]. The detail classification of jammer is also included. SDR based different
experimental jammers are created using GNU and their signal characteristics are
compared with original jammers [4]. From the analysis it emerges that the use of miti‐
gation techniques, significantly improves the performance of satellite receivers even in
the presence of strong malicious signals. This study is useful to develop mitigation
technique by proper realize characteristics of jammer. Software based jammer provides
the flexibility in parameters setting to prove the efficiency of any mitigation technique.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The classifications of jammers are
mentioned in Sect. 2. The results of different SDR based jammers are described in
Sect. 3. Also all of them are analyzed with the help of spectrum analyzer and parameters
are compared in Sect. 4. Finally the result performance of the different jamming signal
and future scopes are summarized.

2 Classification of Jammer

As mentioned in Fig. 1, the detail classification of jammers are done with different ways
like based on user, based on physical structure and based on signal characteristics. Based
on user, military jammers are available with larger size and civilian jammers are hand

Fig. 1. Classification of jammers

Fig. 2. User based jammer [6]
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held device. The Fig. 2 shows the pictorial view of the military based jammers and
civilian based jammers.

The requirement of structure depends on the complexity and quality of jammers.
Such types of jammers are as shown in Fig. 3. Jammers with auxiliary power supply fall
under group 1, jammers with rechargeable battery and external antenna known by group
2. The jammers with rechargeable battery and without external antenna are under group
3 which looks like mobile phone [5].

Fig. 3. Structure based jammer [7]

Based on signal, jammers can be classified as (i) Class I: Continuous Wave (ii) Class
II: Chirp Signal with Single Saw Tooth (iii) Class III: Chirp Signal with Multiple Saw
Tooth (iv) Class IV: Jammers with Frequency Burst. These all types of jammers can be
implemented using hardware as well as software [8].

To analyze the jammer it is better to implement these jammers based on software
compare to hardware. As software based implementation provides more flexible param‐
eter like power level, frequency value, sweep rate etc. In general as per [9], different
signals of jammer can be represented in time and frequency domain as shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 4 shows different types of interference signals discussed and implemented here.
The left hand side plots show the time domain signals while the right hand side plots
refer to frequency domain representation of each signal.

Figure 4(a) illustrates a narrowband CW interference whose frequency is constant
within the observation interval. It is a simple CW can be generated easily. Figure 4(b)
is a multi-tone interference signal which consists of three frequency components. This
type of signal can be generated using multiple signal waveforms with different frequen‐
cies. Figure 4(c) is a chirp interference signal whose instantaneous frequency linearly
changes over time. Figure 4(d) is a sinusoidal pulse jammer with a 50% duty cycle. The
frequency response of this jammer is wider than that of the narrowband CW signal. This
type of interference can be generated by simple multiplication of CW with 50% duty
cycle pulse or square wave.
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3 Implementation of Jammer Using SDR

The different jammers discussed in previous section are implemented by combination
of GNU radio software [10] and Amitec SDR hardware [11]. The laboratory set up which
was used to implement different class of jammer is as shown in Fig. 5. GNU radio
generates jammer signal (laptop) whereas Amitec SDR hardware is transmitting these
signals through the antenna. The jammer signal bandwidth and received power were
measured by spectrum analyzer CXA N9000A of Agilent Technologies.

Fig. 5. Experiment setup in laboratory

Fig. 4. Characteristics based jammer [9]
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The objective of this study is to use the GNU Radio Companion (GRC) tool to
configure the SDR for generating different types of jammers of the IRNSS L5 band and
then transmit these signals through the SDR transceiver into or nearer to IRNSS receiver.
The SDR connections and settings should be correctly configured for the specified task.
More details about SDR implementation is shown in process steps of Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. SDR implementation process flow

3.1 Class I: Continuous Wave Jammer

Simple continuous wave and multi tone jammers are implemented using GNU and SDR
which transmit a signal frequency nearer to carrier frequency of IRNSS L5 band. The

Fig. 7. SDR based single tone continuous wave jammer
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flow graph for simulated jammer is shown in Fig. 7. Signal source generating cosine
wave and transmit that signal with RF gain 20 dB and frequency 1.17645 GHz. As shown
in Fig. 8, the jammer signal bandwidth and received power is measured by signal
analyzer from jammer power spectrum. The measured signal bandwidth is around 1 kHz
and received power is approximately −34 dBm. The value of bandwidth and power can
be changed using GNU flow graph settings.

Fig. 8. Single tone CW jammer signal spectrum of IRNSS L5 band

As per [12] Fig. 9 shows same class I narrow band L1 jammer signal spectrum. The
frequency of the class I cigarette lighter type PPDs jammer is very close to L1 whereas
frequency of generated by SDR jammer is close to L5 based on IRNSS L5 band. The
multi tone CW jammer is implemented same as the Fig. 7 but four signal sources are
generating cosine wave compare to above single tone CW jammer. From the measured

Fig. 9. Single tone CW jammer signal spectrum of GPS L1 band [12]
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power spectrum of Fig. 10 power range from −60 dBm to −26 dBm with different peak
level of multi tone jammer.

Fig. 10. Multi tone CW jammer signal spectrum of IRNSS L5 band

3.2 Class II: Chirp Signal with Single Saw-Tooth Jammer

This type of jammer signals are made up using Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO).
Input voltage of VCO varies with a single saw tooth function and the frequency of saw
tooth function decides the sweep rate of the resulting signal. However, the upper and
lower voltage values decide the bandwidth of the jamming signal. Frequency compo‐
nents of these signals resonate between the higher and lower frequency value with a fix
rate of change in frequency [8]. So, chirp signal are much more effective to interfere the
navigation signals compare to class I jammer.

Fig. 11. Power spectrums of Class II, III, IV types of jammer
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Here, the saw-tooth signal source is given to VCO and then VCO generates signal
frequency of jammer in GNU flow graph. The measured signal bandwidth and power
level is shown in power spectrum of Fig. 11(a).

3.3 Class III: Chirp Signal Multi Saw-Tooth Jammer

These signals are same as signal of chirp single saw tooth signals. So, this jammer is
implemented same as single saw-tooth jammer using GNU and SDR. However, the
multiplication of two saw-tooth signal sources are given to VCO and then VCO gener‐
ates signal frequency of jammer. In the case of chirp single saw tooth signal it may be
possible to detect it and mitigate through a proper technique. Whereas it is very difficult
to mitigate multiple saw tooth chirp signals because one cannot predict the newer sweep
rate and newer upper and lower value of the frequency [13]. The measured power spec‐
trum of this implemented jammer is shown in Fig. 11(b).

3.4 Class IV: Chirp Signal with Frequency Burst Jammer

These types of jammers are made up of the same signals as it is of Class II or Class III
jammers but such generated signals are multiplied with square wave of 10–15 kHz
frequency. This multiplication provides burst of frequency and appears like on and off
pattern of jammer signal. Also, the chirp signals gets on and off for limited time, in one
second more than 10,000 times. These makes nearly impossible to mitigate jammer
signals [13].

Square wave for the generation of burst signal is developed in a square wave gener‐
ator and chirp signals generated independently. The multiplication of both signals is
done which implement such jammer as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Implemented chirp signal multi saw-tooth burst jammer

The measured power spectrum shown in Fig. 11(c) and (d) is used to analyze signal
bandwidth and power level for the chirp single saw-tooth and chirp multi saw-tooth burst
jammer respectively.
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4 Analysis of Jammer Parameters

The interference suppression techniques are more beneficial to make reliable and accu‐
rate navigation receiver. The examination of these techniques with applications depends
on the jammer class. Part of work focuses on implementation of several well-known
class of jammer using GNU based SDR. To implement the different jammer support of
mathematical equations are considered from reference [9]. In reference [8] jammer
parameters are measured values of actual jammer.

So, validation of the work is shown in Table 1 by comparing the parameters of
generated SDR jammer signal with reference [8]. The bandwidth values are closer to
actual and also the power level controlled by GNU software provides more realistic for
consideration.

Table 1. Validation of generated jammer signal parameters with reference [8]

Class Name Bandwidth Power level [8] Power level
I Continuous Wave Jammer ~1 kHz −12.1 dBm −11.8 dBm
II Chirp Signal with Single Saw tooth

Jammer
~10 MHz −14.40 dBm −13 dBm

III Chirp Signal with Multiple Saw tooth
Jammer

~10 MHz −19.3 dBm −16.5 dBm

IV Chirp Signal with Frequency Burst
Jammer

~10 MHz −9.5 dBm −12.5 dBm

5 Summary

This paper has presented the development of SDR based all type of IRNSS jammers.
The importance of navigation signal is based on their application. It is prerequisite to
study jammer signal to make the navigation signal receiver robust and more secure
against intentional interference like jammer. The brief examples were given to generate
jammer based on SDR. Further, such implemented jammer provides parameter wise
flexibility for further exploration of intentional interference in laboratory. This work is
more useful to make advance research on effective real time mitigation technique for
jammer.
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